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£ 
A comprehensive survey undertaken by the Industrial Development 

Branch of the Premier's Department in South Australia has 

shown a significant level of industrial expansion in the 

State, the Director of Industrial Development, Mr. Max 5criven, 
said today. 

Mr. Scrxven was commenting on an article which appeared in the 

Australian on December 18. 

..He said the article gave a totally incorrect impression that 

there was an exodus of firms from South Australia. 

"This is not so". 

"Although the national economic situation is somewhat clouded 

at present, the State Government's new industrial development 

programme I s getting real results". 

"Evidence of this has come from a large number of announcements 
in recent months". — 

"Results of the State Industrial Development Branch's recent 

annual survey showed that 119 companies in South Australia had 

a combined capital expenditure for expansion of about 370M. 

for the year, with a further planned expenditure of 357M. 

These firms employ together more than 68,000 people and account 

for about half of the State's total manufacturing employment". 

Mr. Scriven said that among the 16 major new industrial projects 

fcr the. State were: „ . v .,• . .. .... , ... .,.-, 

G.H. Michell and Sons Pty. Ltd. who had embarked on a multi-

million dollar development programme at Salisbury South; 
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• Australian National Industries Ltd. who are establishing 

a S2.7M. new production press forge plant at Dry Creek. 

. Tubs-iako.rs of Australia Ltd. who are spending nearly S2M. 

on expansion of their cold drawn precision steel tube 

making facilities at Kilburn. 

Mr. 5criven said it was true that some companies with 

national operations had changed the structure of their 

South Australian divisions as part of overall rationalisation 

programmes. 

"It is equally true - and at least as significant - that 

Wilkins Servis Pty. Ltd. have relocated from New South Wales 
'-• '. -.',)., 

to South Australia. This«provides jobs for some 350 people." 
L: 

Mr. Scriven said he believed that among the factors influencing 

industrialists in their decisions to move to South Australia 

or to expand operations here was the State's favourable 

record of industrial stability as well as its low cost structure 

"South %jstralia with 9.1$ of the Australian workforce lost 

only 2.8% in days lost through industrial disputes last year. 

This compares, for instance, with New South Wales workforce, 

which is 37.8% of the Australian total, but which has 64.7% 

working days lost; Victoria's workforce, which is 28.2% with 

18.4% of working days lost; and Queensland's workforce of 12.5%, 

with 7.00% of working days lost." 

Mr. Scriven said that the 5outh Australian Industries 

Assistance Corporation had the [job of giving assistance to 

Companies with.a proven viability but low capitalisation. 

"With respect to Taylorcraft Pty. Ltd. which was in the 

Australian reported as having moved to Canada because it did 

not receive State backing, this company could give no ' 

firm evidence of the orders for its air-cushion vehicles 

upon which State assistance could have been based." 

"The Company is now in the hands of receivers". 

"The other Company mentioned in the article was Sigrid Styleknit 

and its application for assistance is still being processed". 
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